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Abstract: Recently it has seemed to be more important clarifying the vital prerequisites for the

formation of Virtual Organisations than discussing theoretical aspects of their even-

tual appearance. Great significance has to be attributed to information and commu-

nication technologies when examining these conditions. Often, they even have the

status as „enablers“.

According to the transaction-cost theory organisations come into existence when

the coordination of transactions through hierarchies is more advantageous than the

coordination through markets. It shall be elucidated why Virtual Organisations are

considered inter-median forms of organisation between the two poles of market and

hierarchy. The figure of Virtual Organisations will be compared with other similar

forms of organisation.

Different forms of transactions shall be developed and, with reference to the key

topic, be standardised. Despite the basically empirical limitations of the transaction-

cost theory, the distinguishing features are the use of diverse information and

communication technologies. A scheme for analysis is developed to evaluate the

contributions of existing and future information and communication systems to the

formation of Virtual Organisations. Technologies like Internet, multi-media commu-

nication systems and Electronic Data Interchange will be discussed in detail.

Keywords: Electronic Data Interchange, Information technology, Internet, Multi-media, Organi-

sational Forms, Transaction-cost approach, Virtual Organisation
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1    Introduction

The classical organisation theory looks at the information and communication technol-

ogy (= IT) as an instrument to optimise organisations. According to this point of view,

the organisational structure is given and the use of modern IT, like the Internet, e-mail

or videoconferencing depends on it. The degree of delegation or formalisation follows

management decisions. This indicates that a low degree of delegation is not a result of

new possibilities of modern IT. Some authors argue that new margins for organisational

design will be created by these technologies (Sydow 1989; Allen/Hauptmann 1987),

rather than forming new technologies for an efficient use of new organisation types

(Buhl 1996). Characteristics of new forms of organisation shall be mentioned: in-

tensification of teamwork, integration along the value chain, controlling and planning

due to the JIT („just in time“) concept, process integration and integration of organisa-

tional knowledge as well as reduction of redundant proceedings (Griese 1992). The con-

sequent result of these development lines is the creation of a Virtual Organisation.

But there is a great lack in the theoretical foundation of the relation between modern

IT and organisational development (Huber 1990, Schwarzer/Krcmar 1994). The purpose

of this article is to contribute to creating a theory which describes and explains the ef-

fects of advanced information technology on organisations. The analysis is based on the

transaction-cost approach.

In the beginning a short description of the transaction-cost approach will be expound.

Particularly the different types of transaction-costs will be developed and described.

Possible coordination forms will be developed and Virtual Organisations will be intro-

duced as one kind of „intermediated“ forms of organisation. After that we will analyse

three important information technologies with regard to their great impact on the forma-

tion of Virtual Organisations. Finally we want to discuss some future research questions

in the topic of Virtual Organisations.

2    The transaction-cost approach as an instrument for
analysis

There are different theoretical approaches to explain the formation of organisations.

Among these theories the transaction-cost approach represents the most popular theo-

retical base because of its strong foundation and the enormous width of interpretations

(Williamson 1985; Schmidt, R. H. 1992). Furthermore it puts the information and com-

munication activities in the centre of its theoretical work. Therefore it is useful to ana-

lyse the contributions of IT for the formation to Virtual Organisations.

The transaction-cost approach as a part of the New Institutional Economics describes

the emergence and the development of institutions and organisations based on several

assumptions (Coase 1937). These can be divided into two main areas: first there are as-

sumptions about the acting persons. Here it is assumed that the people involved are de-

termined by bounded rationality. Furthermore they have an optimistic attitude, meaning
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that every participant tries to gain his own advantage. In order to reach this goal, exist-

ing contracts are ignored. At last they remain neutral to risk (Ebers/Gotsch 1995). The

second area of assumptions applies to the situation in which transactions are made.

Transactions, i.e. the clarification and agreement of an exchange of properties, have a

special degree of specificity and are influenced by uncertainty and complexity of the

transaction environment as well as by the frequency of the transaction (Picot/Dietl

1990). Moreover, transactions are caused by the division of labour.

A cooperation producing a certain output (goods, services etc.) has to choose a specific

form of coordination from a continuum of various coordination possibilities. Therefore,

the transaction-cost approach focuses on explaining and describing the efficient type of

coordination for each type of production process. Minimising the transaction-costs is the

criteria for choosing between the different coordination forms.

Transaction-costs are caused by transactions running without frictions. Transaction-

costs are understood as a lack of frictions which are caused by the assignment of prop-

erty rights (Picot 1993a). This assignment is necessary to bridge space- and time-

differences between the potential parties of a contract. Transaction-costs can emerge in

all phases of transactions: preparation, handling and controlling (Brand 1990). Depend-

ing on the phases, different forms of transaction-costs can be described (Windsperger

1983; Picot 1993b):

•  Searching costs

Searching costs are transaction-costs which are caused by the search for transaction

partners or alternative actions (examples are: the amount of time needed for the

search at special organisations or institutions, costs which are caused by the use of

telecommunication, online services or special publications or management consult-

ants).

•  Information costs

Information costs are defined as transaction-costs which are caused by the lack of in-

formation in the process of interaction. This covers costs which are caused by the use

of different languages (e.g. translation costs) or by technical problems which disturb

the exchange of information (  costs of technical equipment to overcome this dis-

turbance).

•  Decision costs

Decision costs are transaction-costs which arise from the participation of a group in

the decision process. Due to different aims and motives of participants of decision

groups, coming to a (shared) agreement is a very time-consuming process. Moreover,

decision costs are caused by contracts which were not fulfilled in the way they were

negotiated or by contracts which were not closed in the intended meaning.

•  Bargaining costs

Bargaining costs are defined as transaction-costs which are caused by the process of

negotiation (examples: costs of lawyers and consultants, costs of the required re-

sources like costs of travelling and travelling time).
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•  Control costs

Control costs emerge from the adaptation and supervision of transaction results (ex-

amples: costs controlling payments or arranged technical standards or quality).

•  Handling costs

Handling costs are transaction-costs which emerge from the management of con-

verging action cooperation (examples: costs involving human resources, costs which

are caused by the definition of business processes).

•  Adjustment costs

All transaction-costs caused by the change of transaction conditions can be defined as

costs of adjustment (examples: costs which are caused by the implementation of new

laws or new IT-standards).

•  Disincentive costs

Disincentive costs emerge by an opportunistic behaviour of the transaction partners

or employees, i.e. every partner tries to interpret the contract to his own advantage

(examples: unannounced high increase of prices by a supplier of products which have

a very high level of specifity).

•  Execution costs

Execution costs are transaction-costs which arise from the collection of overdue per-

formances or payments. So, they naturally only emerge in market coordination forms.

A possible example is the collection of proceedings.

Forms of transaction-costs

Market Hierarchy

Searching costs

Information costs

Searching costs

Information costs

Decision costs

Bargaining costs

Decision costs

Control costs Control costs

Handling costs Handling costs

Adjustment costs Adjustment costs

Disincentive costs Disincentive costs

Execution costs

   Table 1: Forms of relevant transaction-costs

Transaction-costs appear when certain personal and situational conditions come together

in pairs with some collateral assumptions.

Transactions can either be coordinated by „market“ or „hierarchy“ (Ouchi 1980; Picot

1982). These forms represent the extreme points of a continuum - which means that

between these poles a multitude of different coordination forms, with more or less char-

acteristic features of market or hierarchy, are conceivable (Williamson 1991; Rößl

1996). The opposed forms of coordination can be described in the following manner: a

market is characterised by two independent parties. All means of production remain in
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the property of the transaction partners. Prices serve as the central instrument for coor-

dination. Furthermore, transactions are based on contracts. The market is suitable for

transactions with a low degree of specificity which in turn allows a high degree of stan-

dardisation (Picot/ Reichwald 1994). In hierarchy, the production of a certain output is

coordinated by a system of formalised rules, which have to be negotiated in advance.

The coordination by hierarchy is used for transactions with a low standardisation.

Figure 1: Overview of transaction-cost theory

The two coordination forms market and hierarchy are only efficient, if the particular

transaction situation is characterised as mentioned above. In case transactions are am-

biguous, very low structured and very variable, they can be organised by the use of mar-

ket or hierarchy only if transaction-cost disadvantages are accepted. But the forms of or-

ganisation between market and hierarchy, called „hybrid“ forms of organisation, be-

cause they hold characteristics of market as well as hierarchy, are able to coordinate the

transactions described above in the most efficient way (Powell 1987). For that reason,

positions between the polar forms of organisation are also called „intermediate“.
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Figure 2: Model of different coordination forms referring to transaction-costs

The Virtual Organisation represents one of these hybrid or intermediate forms of or-

ganisations. It combines features of the market such as legal independence and self-

supporting work of the organisation members, specialisation of functions (contributed

resources remain in the property of the corporation members) and orientation by short-

range aims with features of the hierarchy like close collaboration, trust between the in-

volved corporations and highly integrated information.

As mentioned above, advantages in transaction-costs are the main criterion for such a

coordination form during the process of decision making. In the case of Virtual Organi-

sations, such advantages result contrary to the market from the possibility of unlimited

communication. It is imaginable that potential partners for creating a Virtual Organisa-

tion offer their skills or inquire special services at a „virtual market“ - this may be in

the Internet. This market will bring together available resources using electronic con-

tracts. It is possible to find new partners in a previously unknown way.

In contrast to hierarchy, advantages in transaction-costs of Virtual Organisations basi-

cally derive from the avoidance of irreversible costs caused by the foundation of an tra-

ditional organisation. In addition to this, Virtual Organisations are more sensitive about

the organisational environment than the hierarchy. Further, Virtual Organisations are

able to overcome the hierarchy’s immanent inertia much easier, because project teams

show a better ability to collect organisational knowledge.
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3    The figure of Virtual Organisations

3.1  Features of Virtual Organisations

In management literature a lot of different new forms of organisations like the „inverted

organisation“, „spiders web organisation“ or „intelligent enterprise“ are discussed. But

the central theme of the debate during the last two years is the „Virtual Organisation“

(Schwarzer/Krcmar 1994). In the discussion of new forms of organisations there is a

considerable disagreement regarding the understanding of Virtual Organisations. Many

forms of organisation described as Virtual Organisations are only variations of tradi-

tional organisational models. Corporations with a high degree of horizontal structuring,

meaning flat hierarchies, low formalism and a very strong team orientation, call them-

selves Virtual Organisations. These corporations are indeed following the trend of a new

flexibility, however, they remain in the traditional frame of property rights, the right of

ownership and the aspect of a centralised leadership (Szyperski/Klein 1993). These

characteristics are not sufficient to define these forms as virtual corporations.

Through an analysis of the relevant literature we get the following features as the most

important characteristics of Virtual Organisations. It is important to mention that these

characteristics represent only an ideal picture of Virtual Organisations. But there are

deviations of this ideal figure possible, and it always has to be discussed if each form of

organisation can be called „Virtual“.

•  The Virtual Organisation is an cooperation of enterprises. Members of Virtual Or-

ganisations can be great trusts as well as small one-person firms. It is imaginable that

a self-employed consultant becomes a member of Virtual Organisation and of a

multi-national corporation at the same time (Arnold/Härtling 1995).

•  The enterprises involved keep their legal and economic independence. Lawyers have

very different opinions of the body corporate of Virtual Organisations. But it is an

common rule that Virtual Organisations are no joint ventures in the sense of German

labour law. They are may be called corporations of civil society („Gesellschaft bür-

gerlichen Rechts“, §§ 705 etc. BGB). Problems still unsolved are the use of special

national laws for international working Virtual Corporations or the legal require-

ments for the completion of contracts with the help of of technical mediums like EDI

(Sommerlad 1996).

•  The purpose of Virtual Organisations is the optimal use of opportunities which derive

from the market and/or from resources (Weber/Walsh 1994).

•  A Virtual Organisation is open for any enterprise. No institutional borders for col-

laboration, for example special legal or technical standards do exist. According to

this purpose the collaborating of the partners is limited.

•  This means that Virtual Organisations will be decomposed when the object is ac-

complished. In most cases Virtual Organisations will only exist for a short time. If

there are no other advantageous organisational alternatives to produce a special out-
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put, Virtual Organisations are also imaginable for a long-term period (Arnold/Härt-

ling 1995).

•  Virtual Organisations can be built between enterprises of the same industrial sector or

of different industrial sectors.

•  Virtual Organisations hold no hierarchical structure. There is no leading or subordi-

nated enterprise.

•  Trust between the involved enterprises is seen as the bonding agent of a Virtual Or-

ganisation (Brigham/Corbett 1996). The conflict between the requirement of a high

degree of trust and the limited duration of existence makes it necessary to conceptu-

alize a special management of trust. For creating a high level of trust in Virtual Or-

ganisations, Sydow recommended three steps for trust management: first, only a few

corporations should be selected for participation. This is because building trust with a

high number of membership is very difficult. Second, concerning the features the

potential candidates for cooperation should be selected very carefully. Furthermore,

the corporations involved should be similar and complementary at the same time. Fi-

nally rules should be developed - maybe in a written form - which regulate the coop-

eration and the balance of power in the newly founded Virtual Corporation (Sydow

1996).

•  The use of information and communication technologies is a constitutional feature of

Virtual Organisations (Mertens 1994). Sometimes IT is called an „enabler“ of Virtual

Organisations (Suomi/Luukinen et. al. 1996).

The differences to other organisation forms are shown in table 2.1

                                               
1 Scholz is also discussing the different forms of „traditional“ and Virtual forms of organisation (Scholz

1994; also Mertens/Faisst 1996).
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Form of or-

ganisation/

Feature\

Joint

Venture

Special

partnership

Strategic

Network

Cartel First level

Virtual Or-

ganisation

Second level

Virtual Or-

ganisation

Openness Borders

existing

Borders not

existing

Borders not

existing

Borders

existing

Borders

existing

Borders not

existing

Autonomy legal and

economic in-

dependence

legal and

economic in-

dependence

legal and

economic in-

dependence

legal and

economic in-

dependence

no form of

cooperation

legal and

economic in-

dependence

Scope of

application

Within and

between dif-

ferent indus-

trial sector

Within the

same indus-

trial sector

Between dif-

ferent indus-

trial sectors

Within the

same indus-

trial sector

Within the

same indus-

trial sector

Within and

between dif-

ferent indus-

trial sector

Hierarchi-

cal struc-

ture

no hierarchi-

cal structure

between

involved

enterprises

no hierarchi-

cal structure

between

involved

enterprises

inferior and

superior

levels of

involved

enterprises

no hierarchi-

cal structure

between

involved

enterprises

only low de-

gree of hier-

archical

structure

no hierarchi-

cal structure

between

involved

enterprises

Manage-

ment of

trust

constitutional

feature

constitutional

feature

constitutional

feature

no

constitutional

feature

no

specification

constitutional

feature

Use of

technical

equipment

no

constitutional

feature

no

constitutional

feature

no

constitutional

feature

no

constitutional

feature

besides

constitutional

feature

constitutional

feature

Content of

goal-setting

Realisation

of advantages

in competi-

tion

Realisation

of large-scale

projects

Realisation

of advantages

in competi-

tion

Restraint of

competition

Orientation at

the goals of

the company

Realisation

of advantages

in competi-

tion

Limited in

time

Long-period

as well as

time limited

time limited

cooperation

long-term

cooperation

long-term

cooperation

long term

cooperation

time limited

cooperation

Table 2: Demarcation of different organisational forms

3.2  Views of Virtual Organisations

Virtual Organisations can be divided into a first and a second level. Using this classifi-

cation, the traditional forms of cooperation mentioned above can be defined as Virtual

Organisations. The differentiation in first and second level depends from the level of or-

ganisational analysis. The intraorganisational view, i.e. the first level, of Virtual Or-

ganisations can still be seen as a traditional form of organisation. The coordination is

transferred to partly autonomous teams instead to hierarchical structures. The team in a

single corporation and the project are working on playing the most important part in or-
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ganisational structure. The Virtual Organisation represents a dynamic team system that

can easily be restructured (Rockart/Short 1991). Such a Virtual Organisation creates in-

terdisciplinary teams. These teams reintegrate tasks like planning or controlling which

were before functionally distributed. The delegation of responsibility is accompanied by

the removal of hierarchical borders inside the corporation. Instead of coordination by hi-

erarchy, Virtual Organisations are coordinated by teams that are supported by new forms

of IT. The effect of this technical orientation is that the members of a working group can

be spatially dispersed. The formal organisation loses its clear outlines (Wicher 1996).

This team structure which is constantly in movement is completed by a stable and long-

term corporation centre which can be seen as a service centre for the teams (Byrne

1993a). The corporation centre takes control of the departments, e.g. marketing or hu-

man resources, which are usually performed by staff departments and combine the sev-

eral teams for work on special tasks (Olbrich 1994). This arrangement is supported by

the use of modern IT.

The main differences to other, traditional forms of organisation, e.g. the functional or di-

visional organised corporation or the matrix-organisation, are the increased flexibility,

the clear reference to objects, the decentralisation of decisions and the self-controlled

coordination by teams.

From the interorganisational perspective, i.e. the second level, Virtual Organisations

can be defined as a special form of cooperation because the corporations involved keep

their legal and economical independence (Klein 1994). It is decisive for Virtual Organi-

sations that the collaboration is not determined by institutional borders which is the

main reason that Virtual Organisations in the interorganisational view can emerge and

wind up very quickly. At the same time the collaboration ends when the specific aim of

the cooperation is reached. The participating corporations contribute only such compe-

tences to a Virtual Organisation that are absolutely necessary to reach the aim of the co-

operation. These competences remain in the member’s influence (Olbrich 1994). The

support by new IT which enables the collaboration of teams with members of several

corporations can be seen as a constitutional feature (Byrne, 1993b).

These Virtual Organisations can be distinguished from other forms of cooperation, e.g.

joint ventures or strategic networks, by the lack of entry barriers and the temporal lim-

ited collaboration. Furthermore, the use of modern IT to coordinate projects is indispen-

sable and separates the Virtual Organisation from all other existing forms.

Both forms of Virtual Organisations described above do not build a dichotomy, they

belong together in an interdependent way. This relationship appears because a first level

Virtual Organisation, i.e. in the interorganisational view, only emerges when the poten-

tial members have the possibility to send flexible employees or resources extremely

flexible and with a short reaction time into new organisations. The best prerequisite to

become a Virtual Organisation in the interorganisational way (= second level) is to be a

first level Virtual Organisation already (Olbrich 1994). Second level Virtual Organisa-
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tions have been very rare recently, however, usually only some parts of the forms de-

scribed are implemented in practice.2

Figure 3: Relation between first and second level Virtual Organisations

3.3   Examples of first and second level Virtual Organisations

First level Virtual Organisations are the most frequent forms of Virtual Organisation in

theory and practice. In our point of view, almost all examples used by Davidow/Malone

(1992) are considered as „first level Virtual Organisations“. One example for a first

level Virtual Organisation is Hewlett Packard Swiss as described in the following para-

graph. After its reorganisation in 1993, the company showed the following structure:

•  The management became a coordinator of interfaces between the members of the or-

ganisation. Therefore its primary purpose is to coordinate collaboration and arrange-

ment of teams.

•  Management understood itself as a service centre for the operating teams which pro-

vides resources and management-skills.

•  The most important prerequisite was trust in the organisation members. As a conse-

quence attendance at the workplace was not controlled. Furthermore the majority of

the employees had the possibility to log themselves into the corporations network

from home and felt free to do their work when and wherever they want to.

One purpose of this reorganisation was the creation of the „Hewlett-Packard Village

Community“ as an idea for a highly integrated enterprise coordinated by a common

culture and language (Vogt 1994).

                                               
2 Griese (1994) also used a differentiation in first and second level. In the first level of a Virtual Organi-

sation only happen business processes with a low complexity. In the second level the whole business

process is concentrated on a few places in the background.
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One rare example for a second level Virtual Organisation is the German sport-article

enterprise „Puma AG“. After a crisis at the beginning of the nineties „Puma“ - with

now over 1.2 billion Deutschmark sales - started a successful reorganisation campaign.

It followed three key-strategies:

•  A consequent outsourcing and concentration at the core competences; for that pur-

pose the value chain was permanently analysed for „make or buy“-decisions.

•  Reducing the hierarchy to three levels and domination of teamwork and process or-

ganisation.

•  Building a network of partnerships, which was controlled by a small headquarter  of

only 180 employees by using modern information and communication systems.

Today the number of departments is reduced to the following four: design, marketing,

management information systems and administration. For all other tasks (e.g. production

or distribution) Puma works together with changing suppliers to get the very best condi-

tions for a specific order. These enterprises are highly integrated by use of modern IT

(Hirn 1996; Ott 1996). The only distinguishing feature for an ideal form of a second

level Virtual Organisation is the hierarchical structure of the corporation with a clear

leadership of „Puma“.

4    IT requirements for the realisation of advantages in
transaction-costs

Sometimes Virtual Organisations are understood to be the result of an extreme

outsourcing strategy. But there are more features necessary, like „management of trust“

or eventually the use of technical equipment (Table 2). IT is the glue that holds the parts

of the Virtual Organisation together (Bleecker 1994). The better IT fulfils the demands

of Virtual Organisation to bridge the cut between the several parts, the more advantages

in transaction-costs will follow (Benjamin/Wigand 1995).

Creating Virtual Organisations between the most appropriate partners for a special

transaction situation could bring together firms and persons from all over the world.

This means that IT has to reduce the geographical and social distances between sender

and recipient in an almost perfect way. Advantages in handling costs can be realised if

IT enables a qualitative and frequent interaction between the team members. Hence, the

technology used has to provide a dialogue-orientated and undisturbed communication

between two or more persons without time and spatial restrictions.

In order to realise advantages in bargaining costs, IT has to enable the conclusion of

electronic contracts. IT enables potential members to be integrated easily into a Virtual

Organisation. Virtual Organisations are established only for a short time and potential

members have to be able to find a new Virtual Organisation immediately, so IT has to

reduce search costs.
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Also, advantages in information costs can be realised by a technology which is easy to

use. This implies an easy-to-handle technique as well as a redundant free use, i.e. data

only need to be transmitted once by using one single communication channel. A redun-

dant free handling enables communication between the team members without any fric-

tion. Also, an easy-to-use technology builds the base for the flexibility of Virtual Or-

ganisations. Moreover, this type of technology provides the opportunity to minimise the

personal adjustment costs of each employee.

The dynamic character of the tasks that Virtual Organisations have to solve, i.e. the

rapid change of partners and the (relatively) short time that they may exist, asks for a

high transmission quality and transmission speed. In order to realise advantages in in-

formation costs, it has to be guaranteed that business records, like construction plans,

are available in a pictorial form and text format for every project member at the same

time. Furthermore, media breaks have to be avoided in order to speed up the transmis-

sion.

Advantages in searching costs can be realised if any potential member of a Virtual Or-

ganisation has the opportunity to get relevant data about other corporations looking for

cooperation immediately. Because of the different time zones these data need to be

available twenty-four hours a day. One restriction for setting up this world-wide avail-

ability is that costs caused by the use of IT must not exceed its benefit.

A condition for the realisation of advantages in disincentive costs is the security of the

used IT. Security in this sense means the exclusion of opportunistic behaviour of part-

ners and other external individuals or corporations. In this context it has to be mentioned

that open communication networks can stabilise trust between the members of virtual

corporations (Szyperski/Klein 1993). Because of the very sensitive core competences

brought in by the members, it has to be ensured that other members of the virtual corpo-

ration have only access to data that correspond directly to the Virtual Organisation.

In order to obtain advantages in adjustment costs of Virtual Organisation (in contrast to

the hierarchy) a high degree of flexibility of the applied IT is needed. This enables Vir-

tual Organisations to react immediately to changes in the organisational environment. A

further demand in this area is the supply of links to the environment by the applied IT.

This demand results from the necessity to recognise changes very early and to initiate

relevant actions.

The demand for a world-wide high degree of standardisation of the IT used is of pri-

mary importance (Child 1987). Such a level of standardisation enables the realisation of

advantages in searching-, information- and handling costs, the reason being that mem-

bers of Virtual Organisations do not have to create completely new standards or select

from a multitude of given standards. For example, before fixing the H.320 standard for

video-conferencing systems it was only possible to communicate with systems of the

same supplier (chapter 5.3 Multi-media communication). The standards in communica-

tion and information technologies are a preliminary condition; if they are not available,

the formation of a Virtual Organisation is not possible. But „without underestimating

the strategic meaning of developed information and communication technology, we be-
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lieve that extensive use of IT (..) does not guarantee virtuality. ... Technology is an en-

abler, not a driver of virtuality“ (Suomi/Luukinen/Pekkola/Zamindar 1996).

The benefit of a special IT depends directly on the number of reachable persons or cor-

porations. This implies that reaching the critical mass is another essential condition.

Advantages in transaction-costs can only be realised if every real member or every po-

tential member of a Virtual Organisation is reachable by the same communication tech-

nology. Consequently, reaching the critical mass represents the necessary condition for

the realisation of advantages in transaction-costs.

5    Selected information technologies to set up Virtual
Organisations

5.1  Focus of analysis

The present analysis focuses on the contribution of IT to the formation and management

of Virtual Organisations. This approach renounces the description of technical details if

they are not necessary for showing the organisational importance of a special IT. Thus,

the chapter 5 deals with the possibilities of modern IT at the interface between employ-

ees and technology.

The high degree of decentralisation of Virtual Organisations leads to the assumption that

especially those activities dominate that occur at different places either synchronously or

asynchronously. We exclusively want to illustrate IT in that sense.

Due to the limited space of this paper, we selected the most interesting forms of IT, like

Internet, multi-media communication and EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). Apart

from these information technologies, further technologies like ISDN or e-mail (electro-

nic mail including voice and multi-media mail), Groupware (Lautenbacher/Walsh 1994)

as well as „Intelligent Agents“ (Fischer/Heimig et al 1996) need to be mentioned.

5.2   Internet

The Internet is a decentralised compound of local subnetworks which are able to work

independently from each other. The „net“ offers various possibilities to search in a great

number of databases and to transfer a huge amount of information. Some services of-

fered are well known as „WWW“, „USENET“ or Remote Computing (by Telnet).

The integration of local area networks into the Internet allows other corporations to

search actively for potential members of a new Virtual Organisation. Furthermore, the

Internet is a very helpful device for searching external experts who could help to solve

up-coming problems very quickly. In this context one can think of universities which

present their fields of research in the Internet.

The communication protocol TCP/IP is a world-wide used standard, which ensures the

world wide availability of every user of the „net“ (Gröning/Schwickert 1996). Recently,
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the critical mass of commercial users has been reached. The number, especially of the

private users, is expected to grow in the next years.

The Internet provides only to some extent an easy and redundant free handling. The

front-end WWW with a browser like „Netscape“ is easy to handle and supports an re-

dundant free search in several databases due to the use of the hypertext technique.

The world-wide distribution of connected computer networks in different time-zones

enables several companies to advertise their services on the net and at the same time the

net is the basis for cooperation. In this case, a high degree of availability also means a

high degree of accessibility. This accessibility will be improved by the rapid extension

of the Internet. Moreover, the decentralised structure of the Internet provides a high

flexibility due to the lack of boundaries which may disturb the global extension of the

net. Flexibility is indicated by the fact that data interchange can be realised by the use of

nearly all available physical transport media (Verity/Hof 1994).

A high standard of security to keep out opportunistic behaviour cannot be provided. The

central problems arise when using the WWW without instruments like cryptology and

firewalls to protect themselves against hackers, crackers and intruders.

5.3   Multi-media-communication

In this context, multi-media communication is defined as the combination of several dif-

ferent communication channels, both synchronous and asynchronous mode, which can

be used interactively. The purpose of such multi-media systems is to support the col-

laboration of teams by enabling social interaction between the team members.

The central part of multi-media systems is a graphic, object-orientated interface with

window-technique which are based on the WYSIWIS-principle (What You See Is What

I See). The edited objects of one team member appear exactly at the same moment on

the screens of the communication partners. Special "Groupware" allows team members

a common view at shared objects (so called "Joint viewing") and also common work on

these objects (so called "Joint editing") (Schwarzer/Krcmar 1994).

Additionally, multi-media systems enclose special tools to distribute information („co-

ordination systems“). There are desktop-videoconferencing systems which enable

audio and video communication between separate members (Pfadler 1994). These inte-

grated communication channels are an optimal solution for all real-time communication

demands of Virtual Organisations. An existing workstation can be used if input-

instruments like microphones or cameras and output instruments like amplifiers respec-

tively loudspeakers and a screen system are added to improve the presentation of video

sequences.

The first important operational area of multi-media systems are negotiations concerning

the formation of Virtual Organisations and the handling of projects. This purpose is ful-

filled by group support techniques of multi-media systems. Primarily they improve the

communication of teams and only secondly the internal events of a corporation (Lewe/
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Krcmar 1991). The use of multi-media systems should be limited on task-orientated

processes characterised by common communication and editing of shared objects. "Joint

Editing", for example, could be used to outline the contract of partnership in an elec-

tronic way during the negotiation. Furthermore, multi-media systems should be able to

support the foundation phase by allowing flexible and spontaneous connection of or-

ganisational knowledge. This can be realised by integrated hypertext systems.

Advantages in handling and bargaining costs can be realised by simulation of spatial

closeness between sender and recipient. Multi-media enables real-time and dialogue-ori-

entated communication which implies that the demand for a speedy transmission is ful-

filled. Particularly multi-media fulfils the demand for multi-point communication. By

using a digital net (e.g. ISDN) and special multiplex units, also large groups have the

possibility to communicate directly. However, multi-point communication is limited

more by human perception capabilities than by technical restrictions. For example it is

not possible to observe more than four video-frames at one time. Assuming that each

communication partner at a different location uses one frame, only conferences with

four partners at the screen can be conducted. At the same time they are independent

from the technical conditions. Another point of limitation is the necessity of rules to co-

ordinate the individual time allowed.

The demands for world-wide standardisation are only partly fulfilled because most of

the existing multi-media communication systems are not compatible. On the other hand,

however, during the last years great efforts have been made by the International Tele-

communication Union (ITU) to standardize application-protocols. Especially the H.320

norm for video communication will be accepted by most suppliers of video-

conferencing-systems.

The graphical user interface of multi-media systems offers an easy and redundant free

handling. In addition, multi-media systems fulfill the demand for "seamlessness"

(Bullinger/Fröschle/Hofmann 1992), i.e. you do not have to switch between different

media like paper or e-mail during work at one object.

Multi-media has not reached the necessary mass yet. This might be the result of rela-

tively high transmission costs. But the recent decrease of prices for multi-media hard-

and software gives reason to expect that multi-media systems will open a mass-market

in the next years (Bronner/Appel 1996).

5.4   Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

The exchange of business data between computers of different corporations by using

standard formats is called Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). This requires the conclu-

sion of an individual agreement between the involved communication partners which

contains regulations for the data-format used and questions of data-security. The main

purpose of EDI is the direct, electronic communication to enable a direct processing of
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relevant, high structured mass data without media breaks, i.e. without a repeated input

of data (Picot/Neuburger/Niggl 1992). It is possible to transfer two different types of

data by EDI. At first there are highly structured alpha-numerical data which result from

the daily work and normally consist of text modules. These types of data are very invari-

able over a lapse of time (e.g. invoices or orders).  The exchange of individual texts or

pictures and technical data is possible.

The most important operation field of EDI is the exchange of structured forms which are

marked by an constant composition, like order or invoice forms. For using EDI, some

prerequisites have to be fulfilled: the enterprises involved have to agree on standards

transferring media and data format. If there are no common standards established for all

possible cooperation partners, they have to negotiate every partnership anew and indi-

vidually. So, the exchange of data by electronic media begins to show its strongest ef-

fects mostly by long-term business relations. EDI is suitable for transactions which

occur regularly and frequently. The problem is that the described transactions are not

typical for Virtual Organisations because they are characterised by short-term relations

with only few transactions, possibly low structured and a very high specifity. But EDI is

able to play a significant role in the foundation of electronic markets. At an electronic

stock exchange, cooperation offers and demands are pooled automatically. By using a

common EDI standard, the members of a newly founded Virtual Organisation can ex-

change data in an uncomplicated way.

Currently, a multitude of national and branch specific formats for data exchange exist.

But only the EDIFACT-format ("Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Com-

merce and Transport") offers a standard which is not bound to different industries and

countries. Specified EDI standards like ODETTE for the automobile industry or SWIFT

for the bank branch are diverted from this standard. The acceptance and penetration of

these systems is limited to greater enterprises.

In contrast to these basic reflections on the possible use in Virtual Organisations prob-

lems arise if EDI, as a special form of IT, is confronted with the demands it is expected

to meet. Without any doubt, the efforts in standardisation media and transfer protocols

progressed in the last decade. Most standard software follows the common formats of

EDIFACT and its adherent, so a high degree of standardisation has almost been reached.

But whereas a fast transmission is provided, the avoidance of media breaks is given only

in principle. The reasons are more of organisational than technical nature. In many en-

terprises strong resistance exists against rearrangement from traditional working meth-

ods to computer based workflows. For that reason, the usability of EDI is not a natural

prerequisite for the formation of Virtual Organisations. So, before using EDI the part-

ners have to come to an agreement on the definition of the applied standard. Moreover,

critical issues of EDI like data-security and share of responsibility have to be negotiated

also. The contract then has the character of a skeleton agreement. Such exchange-

profiles are developed by neutral institutions and contain standardised conditions which

will be modified into codes. At the beginning of a virtual corporation these codes can be

passed directly into an EDI-note.
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In conclusion EDI shows very mixed impressions referring to transaction-costs. On one

hand, EDI possesses the skills and has reached a state that is able to reduce transaction-

costs like handling or execution costs. At the other hand, in many cases special negotia-

tions and agreements about the arranging of used EDI standard and technique are neces-

sary, which causes bargaining costs during the formation of Virtual Organisations. Be-

cause of these early costs, the dynamic of Virtual Organisations is reduced. Expense free

switching to another partner is a very important feature of Virtual Organisations. But the

negotiations mentioned cause very high disincentive costs in dependence from the part-

ner.

Information technology

Standards Internet Multi-

media

EDI

reaching the critical mass

world-wide high degree of standardisation

simulation of spatial closeness between sender and recipient

construction and signing of electronic contracts

Multi-Point-Communication

all time possibility to reach

easy and redundance free handling

high transmission quality and quickness

avoidance of media breaks

great accessibility of data about corporations which want to cooperate

all time availability of data about corporations which want to cooperate

provision of links to environment

flexibility

restriction of accessibility to files related to the virtual corporation

i
security in order to keep out opportunistic behaviour

Table 3: Criteria for the assessment of IT

standards fullfilled no specification

standards not fullfilled standards partly fullfilled
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6    Conclusion

Through an exemplary approach we investigated whether modern forms of IT are able to

fulfil the requirements of optimal forms coordinating transaction-costs. We limited our

study to Internet, multi-media communication and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).

None of the information technologies mentioned - with exception of the Internet - shows

the necessary intensity of penetration. But based on the rapid development of IT, we ex-

pect that the critical mass will be reached in the next decade.

The requirement for a high degree of standardisation is only partly fulfilled. Based on

the investigated technologies the Internet, especially the 3W, shows a relatively high de-

gree of standardisation. For the other forms it can be said that there are some standards

like  the H.320 communication protocol for video communication but it will need more

time until all suppliers of such technologies will use this standard.

Nearly all of the investigated IT forms are easily and redundantly free to handle. For ex-

ample, a computer-based video communication system can be used by everyone who is

able to work with the windows graphical interface. The handling of Internet is very easy,

when using a browser like Netsape (Selz 1996).

7    Discussion

One major disadvantage on the transaction-cost theory is the limited validity for practi-

cal problems. This lack is basically caused by a missing practicability of transaction-

costs. Furthermore, the transaction-cost theory neglects a practical handling of decision

problems. Transaction-costs are not the only reason for the decision between market and

hierarchy. Besides this, there are other advantages existing which influence the decision.

Competition between co-workers connected with collaboration with the same persons

exemplifies how the members of an organisation can be led to a more efficient coordi-

nation than the market (Ghoshal/Moran 1996). However, the transaction-cost theory is a

useful instrument for analysis because it demonstrates the problems of the relation be-

tween organisations and their environment.

In this context, some authors argue that every organisation form is a hybrid between hi-

erarchy and market. According to this, the Virtual Organisation does not represent a new

organisation form which unites the advantages of both poles of the continuum, but only

a new label for existing organisational forms (Roessl 1996). In our point of view, the

model of Virtual Organisation is a really new combination of organisational elements.

This has been proved by the aspects of flexibility and innovation (Chesbrough/ Teece

1996). Real Virtual Organisations are only able to exist on the base of a sophisticated

IT-infrastructure yet to be developed. The scheme presented should help decision mak-

ers to evaluate the contribution of IT-systems to organisational development.

Future research questions should be the operationalisation of transaction-costs gener-

ally in the special case of virtual organisations (Simon 1991). Furthermore, our statical

view to the formation of Virtual Organisations has to be transfered into a dynamic proc-
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ess which integrates the different phases of coordinating transactions (Bleicher 1996).

The transaction-cost scheme should also be tested empirically to investigate our thesis

of the relation between IT and Virtual Organisation (Scholz 1996). This could be done

especially in the publishing sector where the features of Virtual Organisations have al-

ready been existent for a long time ago, without this term being used. In this industrial-

sector, authors, photographers, lay-outers, publishing-houses and printing-houses are

very often independent enterprises or persons which are highly integrated by informa-

tion-technology working together to produce a magazine or a book (Sandkuhl, Guth-

mann, Steinberger 1993). In such existing Virtual Organisations we will probably find

some very exiting experiences about the relation of IT and new organisational struc-

tures.
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